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Mission Statement   
“The Texas Association of  
Licensed Investigators is an organization 
that promotes and encourages the  
highest standards of professionalism 
among licensed private investigators 
through information, education, training, 
legislative action, membership support and 
networking.”

Code of Ethics
All members of the Texas Association of 
Licensed Investigators will subscribe to the 
following Code of Ethics:

To be professional and to demonstrate 
integrity and honesty as an investigator and 
as a member of TALI.

To give each client a full explanation of the 
work to be performed, rates to be charged 
and reports to be rendered.

To preserve as confidential all information 
received in an investigation unless directed 
otherwise by the client or unless under 
specific order or legal authority.

To conduct all aspects of investigation within 
the bounds of legal, moral and professional 
ethics.

To apprise clients against any illegal or 
unethical activities and to cooperate with 
law enforcement or other governmental 
agencies, as required by law.

To constantly strive for improvements as 
a professional, to respect the rights of 
others and to insure the same from ones 
employees.

To loyally support TALI, its aims,  
purposes and policies as long as one 
remains a member.

©2016 Texas Association of Licensed Investigators (TALI), 
All rights reserved.  The contents of this publication may 
not be reproduced by any means, in whole or in part, 
without the prior written consent of TALI.  Statements of 
fact and opinion are the responsibility of the authors alone 
and do not imply an opinion on the part of the staff, board 
or directors or membership of TALI.
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President’s message

Happy New Year to all!  2018 has brought a bit of change for all of us 
especially in the weather category. Those in North Texas experienced 
some of the coldest weather in years -  when was the last time you 
witnessed snow in San Antonio? Certainly, an incredible start for the 
New Year.

Your Association has also experienced many changes this year. Several 
examples include the appointment of a new TALI school director; our 
in-house counsel Wes Bearden scaled back his duties to attend to the 
demands of his business – it’s important to note, however, Wes will 
remain available to assist you on a limited basis. Also, we are changing 

vendors for our on-line training service. The greatest benefit of on-line training is access to CE courses and 
quickly gain required hours.  The change in vendors is just one of many projects we are implementing to 
help grow and modernize TALI by leveraging current technology.   A seminar course focused on business 
operations is in the final stages and will be available soon. The inspiration for this course was from your 
questions and comments associated with the challenges and obstacles associated with running a business. 
We are also exploring a premium benefit; a benefit that would make membership to this association 
extremely valuable to you and your families.

I encourage everyone to reach out to fellow PIs who are not TALI members or who have not renewed their 
membership to become or remain in the TALI family. Please explain the many advantages of being a TALI 
member such as networking opportunities, free CE training, legislative representation in Austin, business 
discounts and other benefits. 

As a final note, more information regarding our Mid-Winter seminar, February 8th, can be found on our 
TALI website. The seminar will be held at the Embassy Suites, Dallas Park Central. 

I hope and pray everyone had a great Holiday. Stay safe and warm. 
 

Bradley A. Smith, TCI, PCI
TALI President
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All the team at The Texas Investigator (TTI) 
wish everyone a safe and prosperous new 
year. In our first 2018 journal we have put 
together a diverse range of topics that focus 
primarily on fundamentals. In this issue 
we are fortunate to have experienced and 
knowledgeable private investigators to share 
their expertise.  

In “Contingency Planning for Vehicular 
Surveillance,” “Internal Investigations” and “A Guide to Understanding 
Forensic Science” authors J.R. Skaggs, Shelly Scheibe and Mark Gillespie 
draw upon their lengthy careers to present fresh perspectives and information 
that provides value to veteran and rookie PIs. In the Security Spotlight, Ami 
Tobin, a former Israeli soldier, an author and currently a security consultant, 
contributed to TTI an impactful article that focuses on the tools and goals of 
terrorists. 

A new addition to our magazine - the Business Spotlight – a former 
military officer and Fortune 100 executive discusses small business change 
management; ways to improve a small business’s competitive advantage 
through strategic change and how to affect that change among your staff.  I’d 
like to thank the other contributors who helped put together this quarter’s 
magazine. I also want to extend my appreciation to those businesses and 
Private Investigators who elected to advertise. On another note, I’m looking 
forward to seeing everyone at our Mid-Winter seminar on February 8th. The 
seminar will be held at the Embassy Suites located at Dallas Park Central. 

Our magazine is available online at the TALI.org website.  TTI will continue 
to search for insightful, relevant and diverse topics. Do you have some 
thoughts? Please send them to us at Editor@Tali.org. 

Stay safe out there.

I.J. Vikin
Ivan J. Vikin, CFE
TSCM America

Message from the Editor
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A situation came to my attention that I think needs recognition; a fine example of charity and selflessness.  Private 
Investigator Leo Garza of Brownsville attended the August 2017 conference in San Antonio. He became very ill 
and had to go to a local hospital.  After being released he had no way of returning to Brownsville and was still too 
ill to drive himself.  TALI member Gil Torrez (Taurus Investigations) and his wife Catherine Torrez (Stiletto Spy) 
of Ft. Worth took time out of their schedule to drive Leo home to Brownsville and then make the long drive back 
to Dallas.  This is during the time when many members had to depart early because of Hurricane Harvey and 
driving to south Texas was certainly not what most people were capable of doing with the imminent storm.

This is TALI at our finest.  I have not heard a word about this until Leo himself called me Friday on an unrelated 
matter.  During the discussion he advised me of how he had been helped by Gil and Catherine.  What a blessing 
and selfless act by fellow TALI members.

Extending a Helping Hand
By Kelly Riddle, TCI
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Social Media Investigations.
We instantly build comprehensive people 

reports so that you don’t have to. 

An Interviewing 
System for Gaining 
Cooperation and 
Detecting Deception.
A four-part interview with retired FBI Special 
Agent Charles E. Williams.

Part Four of Four

Question # 15: Charles what are some of your thoughts about problem solving within the interview process?

Answer: I believe you first need a combination of imagination, flexibility, and discipline to address most of the 
problems you will face during an interview. The majority of problem solving that we do as investigators must 
come from the creative side of the house. The creative side is what we use to make the connections. If there is 
no existing bridge that connects a particular theory, fact or possibility then it is our imagination, curiosity and 
creativity that must create that bridge. This bridge allows us to create a path between what we know, what we don’t 
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know, and what it might be. Therefore, affording us the opportunity to make and move in between these tentative 
assumptions with flexibility and discipline. These assumptions allow us the opportunity to draw out and test their 
logical or empirical consequences for the sake of argument and problem solving relative to a particular point in 
the furtherance of your investigation. However, our imaginations require a particular raw material in order to have 
a starting point in which to make connections that can be used to create a hypothesis. That raw material is called 
information. Don’t worry if the information you’re getting is truthful or not. Let the process figure that out. All 
you want at the beginning is information, raw material. This information becomes even more useful when we can 
connect it to relevant experience, while searching for questions and facts that can be used as anchors in connecting 
this information to the unseen dots. 

This is what makes the sum total of your life experience extremely relevant as an interviewer/investigator. Because 
your ability and effectiveness in the interview room can only come from who you are and how you use what you 
know to solve problems that come up in the interview room. 

Look at it as if all your life experience and training is depicted as a bar graph. Each bar reflecting stored 
information that is available to you, to attach and process new and similar information. Like a knowledge network 
reaching out and attracting informational connections as they interact between each other. Allowing you to make 
the most interesting connection seemingly out of know where during the course of an interview. The more bars 
you have the more chances you have at making connections. And the more you understand and practice the 
process the better you get at it. 
 
So, if the sum total of your life experience is limited, then your ability to solve problems within the interview will 
be just as limited. If the bars in your graph are numerous but void of variety  then your problem solving will lack in 
its diversity.

The bottom line is; if you want to consistently solve the problems of how to relate to the interviewee or connect 
the dots that would have told you why the murder could not have happened the way he said it did. Then you’re 
going to need to increase the bars in your graph. One way to do that is to incorporate an already existing collection 
of relevant experience and add it to the sum total of your life experience. And when you add it you will see a 
significant enhancement in your ability to solve the problems in the interview that used to go unsolved.

Question 16: Charles, what are some of the methods that you use to get the interviewee to tell you the truth?

Answer: Well, there are a number of methods that I use to get to the truth. Of course I don’t have the time to talk 
about all of them. Fortunately, most of them are contained in my book. However, I do have enough time to discuss 
the concept relative to moving the interview from the lie to the truth. I call it:      
  
“Transitional Path and Transitional Time”

The moment the interviewee walks into the interview room you have to assume he is lying because 9 out of 10 he is 
lying. So, based on my experience I know I’m not going to get the truth the moment he walks in that door.

So, when he walks into the interview room, I’m not going to waste my time trying to get the truth. Instead I began 
collecting information and assessing him. I then began to formulate a tentative plan on how I can build him up 
and focus on putting him on a “Transitional Path” that will eventually lead me and the interviewee to working as a 
team that will lead us to the truth.

Once I get him on the path I have to give him enough time or should I say the right amount of time to develop and 
transition from the irresponsible to the responsible, from unworthy to worthy, from the lie to the truth. If I don’t 
do it right I will lose him just like a fish slipping off the hook.
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So, you get him on the line first which is the “Transitional Path” and then secondly give him the right amount of 
time “Transitional Time.” 
You can feel him nibbling on the bait but you can’t get so excited that you don’t take the TIME to properly set the 
hook. It takes time, patience and experience and at the precise moment in time you pull, and set the hook and then 
you reel him in. That is the CARE way!
  
CARE teaches the interviewer how to know when it is time to put everything together and ask for what you want 
in exchange for what has been given. Understand that asking for what you want is just like telling a joke…it’s all 
about the set up, timing and knowing when to pull.

Question # 17: Charles, it sounds like you’re telling me that the CARE system does more than just interview...it 
also changes lives?

Answer: Yes, CARE does change lives because the interviewer must grow and develop to meet the challenges of 
the interview and the interviewee must grow and develop in order to handle the responsibility of dealing with the 
truth and what the truth brings with it.

Some people have accused me of manipulating people and yes that is what I do but the word manipulation has a 
bad connotation, a bad rap. The word simply means to skillfully change. 

So, what is so bad about helping people to admit and deal with what they have done? Essentially, I fulfill a need 
and in return they fulfill a need for me: That is an equal trade and a change for the better for all parties involved.

Look at the title of the book…An Investigative Way of Life. To become a great interviewer the way you interview 
must become the way you think, perceive and live…it must become a way of life

We build people up because we CARE. We build them up because it is necessary; we build them up because it is 
our way of bringing about change. 

Remember this; everything taught in the CARE Interviewing System is a TRANSFERABLE SKILL to be used 
every day in every walk of life to bring about positive change!

 Charles E. Williams is an author and founder/ CEO of HDI Investigation Service, 
Inc., a private investigation firm specializing in criminal defense. A graduate of 
Temple University’s School of Business, Charles has built a reputation as a highly 
sought-after investigator. After 24 years of service, Charles retired as a Special 
Agent with the FBI. Charles’ FBI career began in 1983 where he was assigned to 
the New York City FBI Field Office.  For 14 years, Charles was a member of the 
FBI New York City Fugitive Task Force. He also attended the FBI undercover agent 
school and was a member of the New York City FBI Crisis Negotiation Reserve 
Team; EEO Investigator; Certified FBI Assessor; Certified Street Survival Agent; 
Community Outreach Specialist; and a Police Instructor. Charles worked on many 
high-profile cases, including FBI “Top Ten Fugitive” investigation cases. He worked 

on the Crown Heights Investigation; the World Trade Center bombings (1993): United States Embassy bombing in 
Tanzania, Africa (1998); and the World Trade Center bombing (September 11, 2001).
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Internal Investigations
By Shelly Scheibe

Internal investigations often become necessary because the organization has received information indicating potential 
wrongdoing. These tips often come from employees, an anonymous tip on the Ethics Hot Line, vendors, a whistle blower 
or a finding from an audit. To protect the company’s reputation, its employees and its clients, the leadership must take 
all allegations of wrongdoing seriously and respond swiftly to determine if the allegations of fraudulent practices or 
misconduct exist and how deep are their roots.

Organizations must make a good faith effort to secure all the facts and be unwavering to take the appropriate action to 
expose misconduct and initiate remedial actions to prevent future misconduct that could put the company at risk of loss 
or costly litigation.

The outcome of the investigation may determine if it will be necessary or mandated by statute to engage local, state or 
federal law enforcement.

Depending on the complexity or sensitivity of the investigation, leadership may engage the investigative services of an 
independent investigative group. Having an independent, unbiased investigative group conduct the investigation can 
instill confidence in the outcome of the investigation. It can also protect the reputation of the business and the integrity of 
the elements of the investigative findings.

When the independent investigator is engaged to conduct an internal investigation, it is imperative to coordinate the 
investigation with the knowledge of the company s Human Resource Department and the staff attorney. The benefit of 
having the staff attorney’s knowledge and oversight of the investigation ensures the investigation will be protected with the 
attorney-client privilege and will be confidential, unless the organization chooses to waive their privilege of confidentiality. 
Additionally, the Human Resources Department can provide essential confidential information regarding employees, their 
training and any type of previous allegations or questions regarding misconduct.

Depending upon the size and scope of the investigation, the investigator will typically begin with an engagement meeting 
to be briefed on the problem. Once the investigator is engaged and briefed with the existing allegations and facts, there are 
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best practices; however, there is no single best method or practice to conduct an internal investigation. Each investigation 
is unique and the investigator must have an arsenal of tools in their tool kit and maintain flexibility and nimbleness when 
the investigation or interview deviates from the perceived order of events and expectations.

The investigator should develop an investigative plan of action. The planning phase is a good time to identify evidentiary 
documents, electronic or photographic data that would be potentially valuable in the investigation and ensure they are 
preserved and made available to the investigators. Request a trusted point of contact within the organization be made 
available to assist with the covert collection of documents and data.

Some examples of documents that may be of value in internal investigations are:

• Emails
• Cell phone, texts, Tweets, and social media
• Business credit card statements
• Access control data regarding entry/exit of the building
• Physical security video/photographs including the building and the parking garage.
• Travel Expense Reports
• Ethics disclosures regarding the acceptance of gifts
• Expense reports
• Corporate policies regarding compliance issues, conduct and behavior issues, e.g., as related to sexual harassment,  
              workplace violence, hostile work environment, accepting gifts from contractors, vendors, inappropriate workplace  
              behavior, surplus and salvage policies and criminal activity.
• Employee training records
• Employee personnel file, signed policy acknowledgments, handwriting samples in file.
• Contracts, invoices, etc.
• Driving records
• Vehicle GPS records, computer logs, written logs
• Toll Road activity statements
• Computer forensics-mirror image of hard drive-search for key words, child pornography and other inappropriate  
              sites visited.
• PC’s, laptops, I pad, printers, fax machines, smart phones

A thorough social media search should be conducted to search for and develop information related to the investigation 
regarding friends, photos, standard of living, vacations, travel, etc.

Anticipate these documents and data sources may be valuable to the investigation and stress quick action must be taken 
to identify, collect and preserve them while the investigation is still covert. Once the interviews start, it can be anticipated 
the physical evidence may be lost, deleted, altered, shredded or destroyed. When the evidential documents and data are 
gathered, make notations when they were received and the source of the documents (Chain-of-Custody file). In the event 
administrative or criminal wrongdoing is discovered, this may be needed for future litigation where the source and chain-
of-custody may become an issue.

While all the documents and data are being secured, this is a good time to become familiar with the company policies 
specifically related to conduct and behavior. It is critical to the investigation that you pause the investigation and become 
familiar with the company’s expectations and policies so that you will be able to recognize violations of company policy 
and procedures as the investigation develops.

Once in possession of the documents, organize them to facilitate retrieval. Next, review and analyze the documents and 
data related to the investigation. It is not uncommon for a single allegation to be the tip of an iceberg and the scope of the 
investigation may escalate and expand exponentially. These investigations may begin to snowball and take on a life of their 
own. It is difficult to attempt to go back, and remember events unless you keep up to date on your daily field notes.

Every battle plan is perfect ... until the first shot is fired

Identify the personnel you may want to interview. If possible, start with the person who discovered the problem unless you 
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have an anonymous tip. Make a list of the remaining known potential witnesses and arrange them in a logical interview 
sequence, according to their perceived value. Ideally, leave the target of the investigation until last to ensure you have 
gathered as much information as possible before the interview. The sequence of interviews is fluid and may need to be 
modified according to new information. When it is time to interview the target of the investigation, your goal is to already 
know the answers to the questions.

Trust, but Verify Ronald Reagan

Some employees may need to be interviewed multiple times as new information is discovered or revealed. Let the 
employees know that you will verify the information they disclose.

Preparation is the key to a successful interview. The adage, “Know the answers to the questions before you ask the 
questions,” or at least give the perception you know the answers, is wise.

Before you conduct an interview, take the time to prepare a flexible interview outline of pertinent questions to ensure 
you do not forget to cover all the points and ask all the questions. You may only have one chance to interview this subject 
before employees become aware of an internal investigation. Make maximum use of that opportunity.

No battle plans survives contact with the enemy. Helmuth von Moltke

Some investigators may feel experienced and confident enough to just “wing it,” and do not invest the time to plan 
and prepare adequately for their interviews. Even the most experienced interviewers need to take the time to prepare 
themselves for an interview by familiarizing themselves with all the facts, documents and subjects to be interviewed.

He who fails to plan is planning to fail. Winston Churchill

If possible, have two interviewers in the room while conducting the interview. One will interview the subject/witness 
while the other serves as a scribe and takes notes. Having two investigators in the room also helps serve as a witness, 
which deflects unfounded complaints from being made against a lone investigator.

Most companies have a policy that states: “Employees have a duty to cooperate with the investigation in lieu of job 
forfeiture.”

Witnesses typically enter the interview room unsure of the circumstances and afraid they may be terminated. It is always 
a safety measure and a good idea to know whether they have a criminal history, concealed handgun license or any known 
behavior problems. Emotional stress can cause them to become dangerous to themselves or others when faced with the 
prospect of losing their livelihood. Determine if company policy allows the interviews to be recorded. The recording may 
be valuable to document the tone and veracity of the interview at a later date if necessary.

Establish a rapport with the witness early on to allow them to become comfortable with the interview and the interviewer. 
This tactic also gives the interviewer time to observe their non-verbal behavior and learn something about them during 
this pre-interview phase of the conversation. Your skills observing their non-verbal behavior (body language) will allow 
you to assess whether what they are telling you coincides with the unconscious physical cues they are sending through 
their facial gestures, breathing rate, crossed arms/legs, posture, nervous tics, sniffing, coughing, etc.

Initiate a casual conversation using general non-threatening warm-up questions about the employee by speaking about 
issues unrelated to the interview. This strategy provides an opportunity for you to assess their base line non-verbal 
behavior. Although they will probably still be nervous, their body will transmit  messages to be compared to their non-
verbal messages when the questioning rises to a new level. The subject has an opportunity to allow their heart rate to slow 
and become more relaxed in the environment.

When interviewing witnesses, remember they have the information and it is up to you to elicit and develop their 
information. Of course, not all witnesses and targets are friendly and/or truthful. A popular tactic or “prop’ among 
seasoned investigators is to come to the interview with a stack of records and documents, with tabs. Place the stack of 
records on the edge of the desk, with CD’s and DVD’s, marked with their name, in plain view. The natural assumption is 
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that they have been caught on video.
If the witness does not want to divulge wrongdoing, perhaps a friendly reminder about cooperating with an ongoing 
investigation may be warranted. The carefully analyzed documents may be shown to the witness to convince them that 
you have proof of their wrongdoing. Always provide an opportunity for the subject to explain your findings, in case there 
is a logical explanation, or they had consent of a supervisor.

Conclude your interview by asking the witness if they have additional information or know of someone else that you 
need to interview. Your client may also be curious if the witnesses know of other areas in the organization that should 
be investigated. Witnesses are often eager to share their suspicions and information with an outside investigator that has 
gained their trust. The investigator may provide their contact information to a witness and encourage them to contact 
them after the interview if they think of something else or have one of their associates who may have not been interviewed 
to call them with information. Memorialize the interview with a written, notarized statement from the individual, 
explaining the importance of ensuring what they told you was the truth before they sign the voluntary notarized statement 
and tell them if they remembered something else, this would be the time to make an addendum to their statement. Have 
the witness read over the statement and make any changes necessary before they sign. Do not destroy your handwritten 
field notes or different versions of their statements.

Witnesses who hesitate to sign their voluntary affidavit are sending you a nonverbal cue they may not have been totally 
honest and may be concerned about perjuring themselves. Question their hesitancy and prepare to dive back into the 
interview if necessary.

Investigators often discover other areas of concern that are secondary to the primary investigation. Determine the plan 
when the scope develops “Mission Creep” and other serious findings are discovered.

During the investigation, other employees become aware of an independent investigator that has gained the trust and 
respect of other employees who have been previously interviewed. It is not uncommon for them to funnel information 
to the investigator regarding the current investigation or another issue that may need investigating. Typically, these 
“informants” do not want to become involved but they have an overwhelming desire to report wrongdoing if they feel they 
can without retaliation.

Conduct meetings with your client periodically to update them on your progress and findings so they will not be 
blindsided and/or overwhelmed at the end of the investigation with too much information. The preview will allow them to 
manage the situation and the employee and make plans for the eventual outcome of the investigation. They will need time 
to prepare regarding your findings. The below are examples of issues that will need to be considered by your client:

• Public Information Release
• Protection of data/assets
• Access control measures
• Termination/security escort off premises
• Employee counseling
• Referral to the Human Resource Employee Concerns Unit
• Security of coworkers/supervisors/informant/witnesses   Future litigation

After policies and documents have been analyzed and all witnesses have been interviewed, the findings are reviewed and a 
conclusion is reached regarding the initial allegation of wrongdoing and other findings. Prepare a draft of your findings for 
your client to review prior to finalizing your final report. They may have some internal or propriety information and may 
need to have input in your report. Always keep your initial drafts and field notes for future reference.

The investigation will often expose gaps and/or weaknesses in the organization that allowed the wrongdoing to occur. 
Depending on your level of expertise and training, qualified investigators and/security consultants should address these 
system weaknesses and make recommendations to the client if permitted, in order that they might close the gaps on any 
future issues. These gaps may be related to inadequate:

• Safety training and policies
• Security of personnel, information, networks and assets
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Excalibur Hotel and Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

save the date
October 7-9th, 2018

“Open Source Investigations taught by the

nation’s most respected trainers”

• Network with like-minded
professionals

• Practice power searching for
crisis events

• Meet vendors providing
services to our industry,
check out their OSMOSIS
exclusive offers

• Rich, valuable content, includes
class slides, tip sheets, and
formula reports

• Learn OSINT skills from the
best in the trade

• Fortify your OPSEC, and
learn to stealth online

• Understand the legal and
ethical boundaries in open
source practices

• Fast, easy fact checking and
verifying with open source
techniques

“Simply a fun and enjoyable
learning experience. I

made friends with fellow
investigators and will be
able to stay in touch and

obtain advice/solutions as
issues arise.”
David Knutson

The annual OSMOSIS Conference.
Developed by Open Source

Intelligence investigators for the
legal, law enforcement, investigative,

business, and accounting communities
at an event which brings you

cutting-edge methodologies and
power techniques to get

actionable, verifiable results with
ease from your own computer.

“This was one of the most
informative and educational
conferences I have attended.
I met so many talented and
wonderful people. The
networking sessions were
invaluable.”

Charles Kafami

YOUR DISCOUNT CODE

ATTI2018 register for $799 and save $100

for detai ls www.osmosiscon.com

• Inadequate contract compliance controls and oversight
• Separation of duties
• Supervision
• Pre-and post background checks
• Asset control policies and procedures

The client will decide if they want the collateral findings in the final report.

After the investigation, ensure you have met your client’s expectations and thoroughly investigated their concerns of  
protecting the reputation of the business, its employees, assets and its clients. Always inquire if they have any other matters  
they would like you to investigate.

About the Author: 
Shelly Scheibe of Houston based Michele Scheibe and Associates, Inc., is a Texas Certified Investigator.
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A Private 
Investigator’s Guide 
to Understanding 
Forensic Science
(Part 2 of 4)
By: Mark Gillespie  

PI and Defense Team Considerations.  The competence of a laboratory 
staff and the sophistication of its analytical equipment have little or no 
value if relevant evidence cannot be properly recognized, collected, and 
preserved at the site of a crime. 17 Private Investigators and defense 
team should have a good understanding of the elements of crime scene 
processing which include but are not limited to: evidence collection 
techniques and methods; handling, packaging, preserving, transporting 
and safeguarding evidence; chain of custody procedures; and crime scene 
security/contamination issues. Training and certification of crime scene 
personnel by the department should also be reviewed by the defense team.  
 
DNA 
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the genetic material of the cell that largely 
determines a person’s physical characteristics. Within the cell, DNA is 
found in two places: inside the nucleus (nuclear DNA), and outside the 
nucleus (mitochondria). We inherit half our nuclear DNA from our 
fathers and half from our mothers, but we receive all our mitochondrial 
DNA (mtDNA) from our mothers. Therefore, nuclear DNA can yield 
information about our paternal and maternal relations while mtDNA can 
shed light only on our maternal lineage.  
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DNA can be found in body (biological fluids) such as blood, semen, vaginal secretions, saliva; tissue, ear wax, 
fingerprints. Although the forensic use of nuclear DNA is barely 20 years old, DNA typing is now universally 
recognized as the standard against which many other forensic individualization techniques are judged. DNA 
enjoys this preeminent position because of its reliability and the fact that, absent fraud or an error in labeling or 
handling, the probabilities of a false positive are quantifiable and often miniscule. However, even a very small (but 
nonzero) probability of false positive can affect the odds that a suspect is the source of a sample with a matching 
DNA profile. The scientific bases and reliability of other types of biological analysis are also well established, but 
absent nuclear DNA, they can only narrow the field of suspects, not suggest any individual.18  
 
Once DNA is collected a “genetic fingerprint” or DNA Profile is produced which is a method for identifying 
individuals by the structure of their DNA.  In the lab, two scientific methods are generally used for analyzing 
DNA: RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms); and PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction). RFLP is the 
oldest technology and requires a larger sample (at least the size of a quarter) of DNA that is subsequently destroyed 
in the analysis process. RFLP is very time consuming and it also does not handle samples very well that have 
been degraded. Many labs have replaced RFLP with a technique known as Polymerase Chain Reaction. The PCR 
technique is quicker and can handle minute and degraded samples.  PCR uses a three-step process: (1) the DNA 
sample is extracted from the cell; (2) the sample is then amplified (or copied) to produce millions of copies; and (3) 
the DNA sample is analyzed to produce a DNA profile.  Once a DNA profile is produced it can be searched against 
other DNA samples in hopes of finding a match.  

CODIS – Combined DNA Index System. CODIS is a computer software program developed by the FBI that 
maintains local, state and national databases of DNA profiles collected from convicted offenders, unsolved crime 
scene evidence and profiles of missing persons. CODIS has been instrumental in solving many cases. PI’s that work 
missing persons cases should become familiar with CODIS and its local administrators.   
 
PI and Defense Team Considerations.  Although DNA laboratories are expected to conduct their examinations 
under stringent quality controlled environments, errors do occasionally occur. They usually involve situations in 
which interpretational ambiguities occur or in which samples were inappropriately processed and/or contaminated 
in the laboratory.19  It is important for the PI to understand that the chances of contaminating a DNA sample 
are extremely high once the sample has been collected from the scene, transported to the lab and processed for 
DNA extraction. Errors also can occur when there are limited amounts of DNA, which limits the amount of test 
information and increases the chance of misinterpretation. 20 The PI should be very familiar with issues such as 
chain of custody, proper evidence storage and preservation, laboratory protocols used to avoid contamination, 
training and qualifications of laboratory personnel and laboratory accreditation.   
 
DNA analysis can be very costly, therefore, labs are generally very selective regarding the number of analyses they 
perform. Most lay people have an unrealistic perception that laboratories will test an infinite number of specimens.  
Virtually all labs operate on a fixed budget and it is the budget that drives the work. 
 
Do not expect state and local forensic laboratories to provide DNA services in support of private party cases unless 
a judge orders it or other unusual circumstances exist. A number of private labs are readily available to provide 
DNA analysis and expertise. Consideration should also be given to local universities that have a genetic and/or 
biology school as they may be willing to provide laboratory assistance as well as expert witness testimony. .  
 
Over the past several years, a number of forensic DNA laboratories have been under critical scrutiny concerning 
problems associated with contamination, mishandling of evidence, backlogs and personnel misconduct. 
Understanding the health and welfare of a forensic DNA lab could prove extremely valuable to the PI and defense 
teams.  Close attention should be given to the objectives and guidelines of the American Society of Crime 
Laboratory Directors (ASCLD)/ Laboratory Accreditation Board (LAB) and the Scientific Working Group on 
DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM).  
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 Forensic Toxicology 
Forensic Toxicology is the detection and isolation of drugs in the body for the express purpose of determining 
their influence on human behavior. The Forensic Toxicology Lab can be kept extremely busy with drugs, alcohol, 
poisons and industrial chemicals. Forensic toxicologists rely on tissue and fluid samples to perform their analysis.  
The forensic toxicologist must devise an analytical scheme that will successfully detect, isolate and specifically 
identify toxic drug substances. 21 The strategy used for identifying toxic substances involves a twostep process: 
screening and confirmation. A screening test is used to determine the likelihood that a specimen contains a drug 
substance. If a screen results in a positive result it must be verified with a confirmation tested. Screening tests use 
thin-layer chromatography, gas chromatography and immunoassay. Confirmation tests use gas chromatography/
mass spectrometry.  
 
Many law enforcement agencies operate and manage a DWI Enforcement Program and utilize intoxilyzers 
(Breathalyzer) and also obtain blood samples from persons suspected of DWI. An intoxilyzer is a 
spectrophotometer and it  measures blood alcohol content in a person’s breath. The intoxilyzer indirectly 
determines the quantity of alcohol consumed by measuring the  absorption of light by potassium dichromate 
before and after its reaction to alcohol. A printout is produced showing the subject’s test results. Gas 
chromatography offers the toxicologist the most widely used approach for determining alcohol levels in the blood. 
Blood must always be drawn under medically accepted conditions by a qualified individual.22 
 
PI and Defense Team Considerations. PI’s that work DWI cases should be knowledgeable of the instrumentation 
used to support blood alcohol screening and confirmation tests and breath testing. PI’s should be interested in the 
equipment calibration and maintenance history as well as the training and certification history of the intoxilyzer 
operator and toxicologist. Close attention should also be given to procedures used to withdraw, store and maintain 
blood samples.    
 
Narcotics Analysis 
The Narcotics Analysis Unit of a forensic lab operates much the same way as the Toxicology Unit, however, their 
focus is on identifying narcotics and controlled substances. Controlled substances are analyzed by well-accepted 
standard schemes or protocol. The Narcotics Analysis Unit will likely receive, store, maintain and dispose of all 
narcotic evidence and paraphernalia. Upon receipt, most controlled substances are subjected first to a field test 
for presumptive identification. This is followed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GCMS), in which 
chromatography separates the drug from any diluents and then mass spectrometry is used to identify the drug.  
 
PI and Defense Team Considerations.  PI’s will want to be familiar with evidence control procedures, chain of 
custody, inventories, facility access, equipment calibration and maintenance, evidence destruction procedures, etc. 
Personnel assigned to this unit will include forensic chemists, evidence technicians and administrative personnel. 
PIs and defense teams involved should have knowledge of the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors, 
Lab Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) and the Scientific Working Group for the Analysis of Seized Drugs 
(SWGDRUG) in order to understand recommended practices and guidelines for analytical chemistry techniques, 
lab accreditation, forensic chemist qualifications/training and ethical standards.  

About the Author:
Mark Gillespie spent a career in the United States Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) where 
he served as a special agent. He obtained a Master of Forensic Science Degree from The George Washington 
University. Mark retired from the Air Force to accept a position as the Director of Forensic Science for the Austin 
Police Department in Austin, Texas.  In this position Mark was responsible for managing and directing the 
Department’s Crime Lab, Identification Section (Latent Print Unit), Firearms and Toolmark Analysis Lab, among 
other departments. 
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CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR 
VEHICULAR SURVEILLANCE 
(Part 1 of 2)

“When tested, there is no substitute for thorough homework.”
By J.R. Skaggs

Introduction

Over the past thirty-plus years I have been involved in hundreds of surveillance operations.  Typically, a 
surveillance assignment in major part involves using a vehicle from which to watch a place or person for activities 
of interest to the client.  Whereas the list of my successes in this arena is long, there have been instances in which I 
failed to plan for some contingency that should have been expected.  To a large degree, I was able to conclude that 
some factor might not have intervened if I had more effectively done my homework.  

Doing the proper homework brings knowledge.  Knowledge is the key to building the foundation for successful 
vehicle surveillance.  Knowledge of the following aspects of the case will help to maximize the likelihood that you 
will prevail when tested and come away with information of value for your client, rather than having to wonder 
what went wrong.
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1. Know the Client

Some clients will come to you with a “once in a lifetime” need for surveillance.  Others are, or will hopefully 
become, longtime users of your surveillance services.  It is important to take the time to know the client, not only 
because it makes them feel like they matter, but also because it will assist you in determining how to handle their 
case. 

The first thing you must determine is if the client has a valid need.  In other words, ask yourself, “Is there a legal 
and compelling reason why I should intrude on the privacy of another individual on behalf of this person?”  In 
conducting surveillance, you have a responsibility to the public to operate on a “need to know” basis – to be 
measured and judicious about the surveillance assignments you accept. 

Furthermore, make certain you are completely convinced that the person is being truthful in stating a valid reason 
for observing and documenting someone’s activities.  Ask pointed and direct questions, and if the person is vague 
or you get the slightest sign of deceit, it is best to politely bow out.  There could be an ulterior, even sinister, motive.

Once you have determined that the client has a legitimate need, get a clear understanding of what is expected from 
the client.  Be sure that if the expectations are unrealistic, you will likely have issues.  One of the most common 
issues of contention is the budget.  A client’s unwillingness to properly invest in the case can be a disaster in 
waiting.  Better to decline the request than to take the case and be thought of as a failure due to lack of miraculous, 
economical results.        

It is also essential to eliminate any preconceived notions or unrealistic expectations on the part of the client as to 
what you can practicably and legally provide.  A “smoking gun,” delivered in the form of a photograph or video 
segment, is nice, but not always possible.  The client must also understand that the rules of evidence limit how 
far you can go in gathering information.  If the client has never before used an investigator, it is a wonderful 
opportunity to simultaneously educate and assist them, and in the process develop a long-term relationship.       

2. Know the Objective

Before starting, know the precise nature of the matter at hand, what type of documentation is needed, and what 
the intended use of that documentation is.  Different matters dictate different methods, and if you fail to meet the 
objective, or to properly report your findings, because of a misunderstanding, you will probably never get another 
assignment from the client. 

For instance, in correlation with injury cases it is critical to identify the exact type and location of the injury, and 
how it might be expected to limit dexterity or mobility.  If a person claims to have suffered an injury to the right 
shoulder that prevents reaching above the head, videotape footage showing a front porch light bulb being changed 
with the injured arm is far superior to a single still photograph, because it demonstrates not only the capability, but 
the fluidity of movement as well.  

With respect to internal fraud cases, be mindful of ways to identify other parties of interest.  In a case involving an 
employee suspected of conspiring to steal and sell company secrets, extended videotape coverage of a rendezvous 
is helpful, but not at the expense of recording the license plate number of the other person.  Otherwise, you might 
never have a clue who the employee met.  Better to get a brief video segment and then direct your coverage to 
following the other party to their car.

The way in which a client plans to use the information you develop will dictate whether your report should be 
exhaustive and comprehensive, or simply synoptic in structure.  For instance, in the above internal fraud case 
it is essential to know if the client simply intends to confront and terminate the offender, in which case a more 
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abbreviated summary might apply, or to further file suit and/or prosecute, which would indicate a more detailed 
account.  The overriding goal in either type of report should be to convey findings in a logical and concise way, 
stating only what can be borne out by your evidence. 

A clear understanding of the client’s intentions is essential in molding your work process and work product to 
arrive at an outcome that meets the need.     

3. Know the Subject

Probably the most embarrassing scenario is being told, “You got the wrong guy.”  Taking the extra time to know 
and can identify the subject of the surveillance not only prevents the likelihood of such an event, it can provide 
leads that enhance your ability to effectively cover the individual.      

You should always have the client provide you with as much detail as possible about the subject.  Do not assume 
the client knows what you need.  Aside from the name, of course, the most fundamentally helpful item is a recent 
photograph depicting clear facial features and physical build.  At the very least, strive to obtain a full description to 
include: age, height, weight and build, complexion, and face and hair characteristics.  

Nowadays, many folks now post their photographs on social media.  Some even write about their past or coming 
activities, or have contacts who do so in a way that could provide clues on planned whereabouts.  A check of these 
resources can be very valuable.

If neither photo nor description can be obtained through the client or social media, there are other means that 
might assist in conducting the surveillance.  For example, armed with simply the first and last name and address, 
vital information such as full name, birthdate, driver license, and Social Security number (as permitted) can often 
be developed from online resources.  Vital information in turn can be used to discover a wealth of corresponding 
details such as court history, property ownership, vehicle registrations, and relatives and associates.  If there is an 
arrest history, there is often a mug shot.  

Finding out other details such as temperament, habits, pastimes, hangouts, and names of romance interests and 
friends, can be also helpful.  Properly analyzed and applied, such ancillary data might give you places to search in 
the event you become visually separated.

You cannot know too much about the target of your surveillance.  Asking questions and digging deep in your 
research can add to your chance of a successful result. 

4. Know the Layout

One of the most serious shortcomings in vehicle surveillance is insufficient knowledge of the surroundings of the 
location where you plan to acquire the target.  Many a subject has become alerted to coverage by a misstep in the 
setup, or has been lost a short distance away because of unfamiliar roads.  Educating oneself in advance to the 
environment can lessen risk of discovery and enhance the probability of maintaining contact. 

It is always advisable to conduct a pre-surveillance analysis of the subject residence and area to observe vehicles 
(being attentive to any decals, damage or other distinguishable items that might set them apart) and identify 
suitable vantage points and prevailing traffic patterns.  It also helps to get a feel for the sensitivity of neighbors to 
the presence of outsiders.  If impractical to physically survey the area in advance, check to see if the home and its 
surroundings are photographically depicted in online mapping resources.  
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If there is a known workplace of the subject, review a map for logical travel routes between there and the residence 
or, better yet, drive them to familiarize yourself with the pattern and flow of traffic.  At the business, assess 
potential vantage points.  This way you will not waste time trying to find the right spot when needed. 

Also, whether or not you are able to conduct an advanced physical survey of the subject residence and/or business, 
closely review available maps to identify and set to memory the logical routes of neighborhood ingress and egress, 
and the most likely streets that would be used to travel to and from major thoroughfares.  Once the coverage has 
begun, a GPS can be instrumental in providing a “big picture,” and in anticipating routes of travel. 

The proper homework can provide positional and situational awareness in the field that will improve your odds of 
delivering a successful result to the client. 

About the Author

J.R. Skaggs has more than thirty years of experience as a professional investigator.  He began his career while 
working his way through college, initially serving as a part-time investigative apprentice.  After college, he served 
as an investigator and case manager for firms operated by former special agents of the FBI.  In 1988 he founded 
Houston based Skaggs & Associates, Inc., an investigations and security consulting company.  In 2015, Skaggs 
& Associates, Inc. changed its name to ResultQuest, Inc.  The firm has always been dedicated to the guiding 
principles of professionalism, discretion, and a high-quality work product.  

Offer digital forensics services to your 
clients through Sequence Digital.
We provide scope of work, chain of custody forms, contracts, & other 

materials with your brand & logo while we perform the forensics service.

ADD DIGITAL FORENSICS TO YOUR SERVICES
(877) 841-4411   |   info@sequencedigital.com

ENCASE  |  CELLEBRITE  |  DTSEARCH  |  MAGNET FORENSICS IEF  |  LOGICUBE
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BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT
Change Management Begins in the Mind and is Won in the Heart

The private investigation industry is constantly changing, throwing in front of us constant challenges, incredible opportunities. and 
increased competition.  As a manager of your own PI company, you may be confronted with having to make tough decisions impacting 
strategic direction – it may require you to let go members of your team and to make entire course changes to maintain profitability and 
sustainability.  This article is offered to provide insights and share an experience of a proven business leader when it comes to “Change 
Management.”  

As a leader of an organization going through a transformation, I had the opportunity to help guide my team through a significant 
change in our business operations. On one level, people will intellectually understand why a change is happening. Most even agree 
with the business justification for the change—they have developed the Mind of the Change. The Mind of the Change is what we talk 
about during staff meeting or share in all-hands email announcements. These talking points are useful to provide a common language 
regarding the reasons and motivations behind any change. They help drive awareness of an impending change and start team members 
down the road toward acceptance of what is to come.

While this intellectual understanding is necessary to the change process, it is not sufficient to ensure success and full engagement of 
team members. Once you win the minds of those affected by the impending change, as a leader, you have only completed part of the 
journey. In my own case, I have had to go beyond the Mind of the Change, beyond mere talking points, and spend time in one-on-one 
or in small group sessions to develop the Heart of the Change.

...and is Won in the Heart….

Let’s face it, any change can and usually does involve some degree of fear and pain. Changing conditions in the workplace means the loss 
of a job or having to learn new skills. Or it can simply mean saying goodbye to a colleague who was at our side for years. These changes 
affect the heart and can overwhelm even the strongest mind.

I have learned how critical it is to be real during times of change, to be visible and transparent, with my heart at the forefront. Sir Ernest 
Shackleton, who led an arctic expedition through one of the greatest “successful failures” in wilderness survival, literally guided his 
people through the valley of the shadow of death. When all seemed lost, he relied on his heart to lead.  He took time for a quiet word 
with one or another of his crew to bolster their resolve. When all seemed hopeless, he remained steadfast.  He accepted what came with 
equanimity and did not dwell in the past. I believe this gave his crew strength because the Leader was being authentic and realistic about 
their situation. The strength of his character won over the hearts of his crew.

In Deep Survival by Laurence Gonzales, I learned that “memories of the future” can present dangers for getting through difficult change, 
a phenomenon that I have noticed in my team as we go through our business transformation. Our memories of the future, which are 
based on our experiences of the past, prevent us from moving forward freely through change. Much of my time as a leader is spent on 
helping people accept what has come and dealing with the reality of present circumstances.

My task now is to go through this change in my business and help build a better future while providing support to those affected by 
change. As a leader, this is a privilege and a duty that I accept gratefully. I only hope I can serve my team well with transparency and 
empathy by recalling and putting into practice the lessons of all the leaders whom I have observed and followed over the years.  My goal 
is to not only change minds, but also hearts through this challenging business transformation.

About the author

Omar Vikin, a former Captain in the Air Force, has leadership experience with a proven track record as 
an Executive in both the public and private sector.  He is currently part of the senior leadership team at 
Honeywell Corporation.
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The NCISS Legislative Advocacy Hub is monitoring state legislative activity through the  
State Legislative Awareness Monitoring (SLAM) Program for member state associations! 

(blue are active legislative sessions, white are not in session) 
 

Legislative and SLAM Committees Activities for Investigations & Security from Lobbyit 
 
State	  Legislative	  Awareness	  Monitoring	  (SLAM)	  
Lobbyit	  has	  set	  up	  NCISS's	  "state-‐level"	  tracking,	  continues	  to	  identify	  hundreds	  of	  bills	  in	  currently	  active	  states.	  	  
Members	  may	  view	  bills	  impacting	  private	  investigators,	  private	  patrol	  operators	  or	  security	  guards	  in	  your	  state,	  by	  
going	  to	  the	  Advocacy	  Hub	  and	  State	  Legislation	  at	  	  www.nciss.org/legislation.	  Members	  can	  search	  alphabetically	  by	  
state	  or	  click	  on	  a	  specific	  state	  on	  the	  United	  States	  map	  provided	  at	  the	  top	  of	  the	  page	  (current	  example	  above).	  If	  
your	  state	  is	  not	  listed,	  it	  means	  that	  either	  your	  state	  was	  either	  not	  in	  session	  or	  there	  were	  no	  bills	  introduced	  that	  
met	  our	  search	  parameters.	  If	  you	  know	  of	  a	  bill	  in	  your	  state	  that	  we	  need	  to	  become	  aware	  of,	  please	  contact	  your	  any	  
NCISS	  Officer	  or	  Director	  -‐	  www.nciss.org/officers-‐directors.	  
	  
To	  be	  both	  effective	  and	  current,	  NCISS	  and	  Lobbyit	  need	  suggestions	  for	  legislative	  and	  regulatory	  keywords	  to	  track	  
activities	  at	  the	  state	  and	  federal	  levels.	  	  Please	  contact	  your	  Regional	  Director	  to	  provide	  these	  keywords.	  
	  
NCISS	  extends	  its	  appreciation	  to	  FALI	  and	  members.	  	  NCISS	  has	  a	  strong	  relationship	  with	  FALI	  through	  board	  members	  
supporting	  FALI	  with	  membership	  –	  Terry	  Myer,	  Sr.	  (President)	  and	  Dean	  A.	  Beers,	  CLI,	  CCDI	  (Board	  Chairman)	  and	  Mark	  
Gillespie	  (Regional	  Director).	  	  In	  addition,	  NCISS	  welcomes	  all	  the	  members	  of	  TALI	  supporting	  NCISS	  through	  
membership,	  including	  several	  TALI	  board	  members.	  	  Your	  NCISS	  Regional	  Director	  is:	  Mark	  Gillespie	  (Gillespie	  
Investigations	  –	  TX)	  (512)	  680-‐5851	  or	  Mark@gillespieinvestigations.com	  	  
	  

Join NCISS for Hit the Hill in March 2018! 
 
2018	  Hit	  the	  Hill	  and	  Annual	  Conference	  -‐	  Speakers	  announced!	  
In	  addition	  to	  our	  annual	  Hit	  the	  Hill	  meetings	  with	  our	  Senators	  and	  Representatives,	  NCISS	  presents	  a	  serious	  of	  
training	  sessions	  to	  enhance	  this	  already	  popular	  and	  special	  event.	  
	  
NCISS	  is	  fortunate	  to	  have	  many	  members	  with	  expertise	  in	  multiple	  investigative	  and	  security	  services	  disciplines.	  We	  
appreciate	  them	  giving	  of	  their	  time	  to	  join	  us	  for	  the	  Hit	  the	  Hill	  and	  Annual	  Meeting	  events,	  as	  well	  as	  speak	  to	  our	  
group	  on	  a	  variety	  of	  important	  trends	  and	  topics	  important	  to	  each	  of	  us.	  	  
	  
Details	  of	  the	  full	  schedule	  and	  registration	  are	  on	  the	  NCISS	  website	  at	  www.NCISS.org.	  
	  
NCISS	  is	  honored	  to	  have	  the	  following	  speakers	  for	  the	  training	  seminars:	  
• Terry	  Kilburn	  
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Terry	  will	  use	  his	  decades	  of	  database	  and	  records	  experience	  to	  speak	  on	  trends	  and	  techniques	  of	  effective	  database	  
use.	  
	  
• Timothy	  A.	  Dimoff,	  CEO/President	  
SACS	  Consulting	  and	  Investigative	  Services,	  Inc.	  
The	  Escalating	  Trends	  of	  Aggression	  and	  Violence	  Sweeping	  Our	  Nation.	  
	  
• Cynthia	  Hetherington	  
Hetherington	  Group	  
Cynthia	  will	  speak	  on	  the	  Internet,	  open	  sources	  and	  database	  offerings.	  
	  

Legislative Monitoring 
	  
On	  behalf	  of	  NCISS	  and	  members,	  Lobbyit	  continues	  to	  meet	  with	  the	  House	  and	  Senate	  Appropriations	  Committees	  
about	  plans	  for	  "labor	  policy"	  riders	  in	  the	  eventual	  omnibus	  appropriations	  bill	  to	  fund	  government	  for	  FY	  2018.	  
	  
As	  long-‐time	  readers	  of	  NCISS's	  monthly	  reports	  from	  Washington	  will	  note,	  we	  find	  ourselves	  in	  familiar	  territory	  for	  
funding	  government	  as	  calendar	  year	  2017	  draws	  to	  a	  close,	  and	  funding	  for	  Fiscal	  Year	  2018	  has	  yet	  to	  be	  finished.	  
	  
NCISS	  has	  been	  paying	  particular	  attention	  to	  FY	  2018's	  funding	  cycle	  as	  the	  effort	  to	  attach	  several	  labor-‐related	  policy	  
riders	  important	  to	  NCISS	  members	  is	  now	  in	  full	  swing.	  
	  
The	  deadline	  for	  funding	  government	  is	  December	  8.	  	  Despite	  efforts	  to	  move	  the	  below	  provisions	  in	  the	  2018	  funding	  
bill,	  other	  legislative	  priorities,	  and	  the	  tight	  timeline	  for	  the	  end	  of	  the	  year,	  might	  (probably	  will)	  mean	  that	  the	  can	  
gets	  kicked	  down	  the	  road	  again,	  and	  that	  a	  continuing	  resolution	  (CR)	  will	  be	  passed	  for	  some	  or	  all	  of	  FY	  2018,	  
essentially	  funding	  government	  at	  current	  levels,	  without	  many	  of	  the	  policy	  provisions	  the	  GOP	  had	  attempted	  to	  
include.	  
	  
These	  competing	  legislative	  priorities	  are	  tax	  reform	  (which	  will	  suck	  most	  of	  the	  air	  out	  of	  the	  proverbial	  room),	  
extending	  the	  debt	  ceiling,	  the	  next	  tranche	  of	  hurricane	  disaster	  relief	  (Florida,	  Texas,	  Puerto	  Rico,	  U.S.	  Virgin	  Islands,	  
etc.),	  and	  passing	  a	  Defense	  Authorization	  bill	  (which	  has	  been	  accomplished	  in	  each	  of	  the	  last	  53	  years).	  
	  
Joint	  Employer	  
Upending	  the	  National	  Labor	  Relations	  Board's	  (NLRB)	  2015	  decision	  in	  Browning-‐Ferris	  Industries	  of	  California,	  Inc.	  is	  
the	  subject	  not	  only	  of	  efforts	  by	  appropriators,	  but	  also	  in	  the	  form	  of	  H.R.	  3441,	  The	  "Save	  Local	  Business	  Act,"	  
sponsored	  by	  Congressman	  Bradley	  Byrne	  (R-‐Al-‐1).	  
	  	  
The	  NLRB	  upset	  more	  than	  thirty	  years	  of	  precedent	  by	  replacing	  the	  predictable	  and	  clear	  "direct	  and	  immediate	  
control"	  standard	  for	  determining	  joint	  employer	  status	  (i.e.	  liability	  for	  the	  practices	  of	  subcontractors	  or	  franchisees,	  
even	  where	  the	  corporate	  parent	  exercised	  little	  control	  over	  the	  remote	  workplace	  or	  employees)	  with	  a	  vague	  test	  
based	  on	  "indirect"	  and	  "potential"	  control	  over	  workers'	  terms	  and	  conditions	  of	  employment.	  	  
	  	  
Suddenly,	  a	  business	  owner	  who	  subcontracted	  out	  portions	  of	  a	  project,	  or	  involved	  other	  businesses	  in	  their	  supply	  
chain,	  became	  liable	  for	  the	  labor	  decisions	  of	  the	  subcontractor	  or	  franchisee.	  	  	  
	  	  
GOP	  leadership	  has	  indicated	  their	  interest	  in	  including	  such	  relief	  in	  the	  appropriations	  omnibus,	  but	  it	  still	  faces	  stiff	  
opposition	  from	  Democrats	  in	  the	  Senate,	  and	  the	  GOP	  might	  not	  have	  enough	  votes	  to	  move	  the	  funding	  bill	  with	  this	  
(and	  other)	  riders	  attached.	  	  
	  	  
Persuader	  Rule	  
In	  June	  of	  this	  year,	  the	  Department	  of	  Labor	  issued	  a	  Notice	  of	  Proposed	  Rulemaking	  (NPRM),	  asking	  for	  public	  input	  on	  
rescinding	  the	  persuader	  rule.	  As	  you	  may	  recall,	  the	  rule	  altered	  federal	  disclosure	  requirements	  making	  it	  more	  
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difficult	  for	  employers	  to	  access	  legal	  counsel	  and	  legally	  communicate	  with	  employees	  about	  the	  pros	  and	  cons	  of	  
unionization.	  	  
	  	  
While	  rolling	  back	  the	  rule	  is	  part	  of	  the	  Trump	  Administration's	  agenda,	  the	  regulatory	  process	  required	  by	  the	  
Administrative	  Procedures	  Act	  (APA)	  takes	  around	  two	  years,	  minimum.	  	  Not	  following	  the	  APA	  leaves	  the	  agency	  and	  
Administration	  open	  to	  litigation.	  
	  	  
The	  feeling	  in	  Congress	  is	  that	  it	  would	  likely	  be	  a	  shorter	  process	  to	  overturn	  the	  rule	  legislatively	  (shorter	  through	  
Congress,	  imagine	  that!).	  	  The	  GOP	  remains	  nominally	  committed	  to	  moving	  a	  repeal	  through	  Congress,	  though	  the	  
effort	  is	  subject	  to	  the	  same	  limitations	  noted	  above	  (i.e.	  60	  votes	  in	  the	  Senate).	  
	  

	  
	  

NCISS is now on social media 

Facebook	  –	  https://www.facebook.com/NCISS.Association	  (please	  note	  the	  period	  between	  NCISS	  and	  Association)	  
Twitter	  –	  https://twitter.com/nciss_assoc	  @nciss_assoc	  (please	  note	  the	  underscore	  between	  NCISS	  and	  Association)	  
YouTube	  –	  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3lsMjDxG-‐rGTU3enyVfgcg	  	  
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Of the various misconceptions surrounding terrorism, a 
surprisingly common one is the misunderstanding about 
the political motivations behind terrorism. This might 
sound surprising because, as many of you know, the 
political aim of terrorism actually appears in its dictionary 
definition. And yet, the misunderstanding persists.

Perhaps one of the biggest reasons for this is because when 
people think back to specific terrorist attacks and recall the 
chilling images that were portrayed in the media, many tend 
to impulsively declare that the sole intent of such shocking 
attacks is to create death and destruction. Slightly more 
reflective people will claim that terrorists are indeed trying 
to create death and destruction, but that this is in order 
for people to live in terror - hence the term Terrorism. The 
misconception that is contained in both claims is a classic 
case of mistaking tools for goals.

Yes, it is true that most terrorist attacks cause death 
and destruction, and that death and destruction evoke 
feelings of terror, but these are merely tools (or sub-goals 
at best). Terrorism’s goal is for the feeling of terror to 
affect public opinion in such a way that it trickles into the 
political system - bringing about the desirable political 
change (declaration of war, pulling out of troops, granting 
independence, cutting economic ties, etc.).

This misconception is one which people should not be be 
blamed for harboring. That’s because this misconception is 
deliberately created by the perpetrators of such attacks, and 
for very good reasons. When people think that the only goal 
of terrorist attacks is the creation of death and destruction, 

Terrorism Tools and Goals
By Ami Toben

they usually assume - wrongly - that planning such 
attacks is a quick and simple affair. What, after all, is so 
difficult about placing a homemade bomb on a random 
busy street?

Most terrorist organizations want people to wrongly 
believe it’s easy for them to carry out such attacks. If you 
think it’s easy to plan and carry out a terrorist attack, 
you will be much more likely to believe the type of 
declarations they make after their attacks, in which they 
warn that you and everyone you know are never safe, 
that you can be reached at any place at any time. The idea 
here is to convince as many people as possible that they 
too can be personally and physically affected by terrorist 
attacks - thereby creating a terrorizing multiplier effect.

The reality of terrorist attacks is that in relative terms, 
only very few people can actually be harmed. Casualty 
numbers from most terrorist attacks in the west usually 
range from single individuals to dozens. Only in very rare 
cases (like 9-11) will these casualty figures range up to the 
hundreds. And though dozens or hundreds of casualties 
might sound like a lot, the idea is to affect tens of millions 
of people by convincing each and every one of them that 
this could just as easily happen to them.

This type of multiplier effect is crucial for terrorist 
organizations because political systems are much more 
effectively swayed by widespread public opinion than 
by small scale, localized ones. Case in point is the 2004 
Madrid bombings. These attacks caused the deaths of 191 
people and wounded over 2000, but their real effect was 
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hostile planning, locate its weaknesses, and learn from 
case studies, will we be able to disrupt it and prevent it 
from manifesting itself into an actual attack.

About the Author:

Ami Toben is the author of 
the #1 Amazon best seller, 
Surveillance Zone and 
the director of consulting, 
training and special 
operations for HighCom 
Security Services. He is 

one of the pioneer developers of the terrorist activity 
prevention, surveillance detection, and covert protection 
fields in Silicon Valley. Trained in Israel, Japan and the 
United States, Ami spent over 15 years with the Israeli 
Défense Forces. He also has vast experience in the private 
sector. Currently based in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Ami has been providing protective services to Fortune 
500 corporations, foreign governments, foundations, 
political organizations and high-value individuals.  Ami 
and his team can be reached at Protection Circle: https://
protectioncircle.org
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in swaying millions of people to elect the antiwar socialist 
party only three days later. The newly elected Spanish 
government then proceeded to pull its troops out of the Iraq 
war. This is a prime example of the unfortunate effectiveness 
of terrorism, and how it enables relatively localized attacks 
to have profound national, and even international, effects.

One way to start understanding how difficult it is to plan 
and carry out a terrorist attack is to follow a deductive 
process and to reverse engineer the attack to figure out 
how it was planned. Again, if the goal is to simply create 
random death and destruction, then there might not be all 
that much planning involved, but if the goal is of a political 
nature, we are likely to find much more planning behind 
it. Suddenly, every little detail becomes important - from 
the exact location and timing to the scale, type of attack 
and profile of the victims. And indeed, studies show that 
terrorist attacks have statistically longer planning stages 
than any other type of crime.

It is these planning stages that we, as proactive security 
professionals, seek to disrupt in an attempt to prevent rather 
than react to attacks. For this reason, it becomes more 
important than ever to understand the hostile planning 
process of an attack. Only once we understand this type of 
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Member Spotlight

Howard Savage, PhD worked his 
way up within the U.S. Department 
of Commerce as an Economist and 
in the private sector developing a 35 
years + expertise in home mortgages, 
securities and finance. The key to 
his success?  Never stop learning! 
Through the years Howard has 

achieved and earned his Series 7 and Series 26 Securities licenses. 
Also, he gained licenses in Real Estate and Insurance Sales. Howard 
has also been an Investment Advisor and Certified Financial Planner. 
We recently sat down with Howard, a longstanding TALI member and 
College Professor, to gain some of his insights.

TTI: What makes a PI a great investigator?
I think a great investigator is one who follows the evidence without bias, 
without preconceived notions and keeping an open mind - remaining 
open to changing your perspective as your case develops.

TTI: What’s your biggest advice to new investigators?
Start with cases in areas you have the most experience, and expand 
from there. As you learn more, and gain more experience stretch your 
expertise in other investigative sectors. This was profound advice given 
to me when I started as a PI.

TTI: How has the industry changed since you started?
The trend toward certification as an expert in a specialty in many 
areas of investigation seems to me to be an illusion. I think education 
is important, but classes are less than half as important as actual 
experience in the field.  I do not look to someone with a certificate as an 
expert, but someone with experience.

TTI: How did you navigate the balance between work and family? 
I am sorry to say I have not balanced it as well as I would have liked. 
More times than not, I found myself working when I could have spent 
time with my family. 

TTI: What were some of your greatest accomplishments? 
I have been able to track down the owners of some largest real estate 
companies in the USA, and find the person in charge of their finances, 
much to the chagrin of some of them and their legal departments.  I 
investigated a person in a major city running a training program for 
causing urban unrest with high school students, who was a registered 
Communist, and once discovered, left the country in 3 days. I spent 
two years working in the Identification Division of the Oklahoma 
State Bureau of Investigation.  I learned fingerprint analysis from the 
American Institute of Applied Science Certificate program (Sirchie 

Finger Print Labs, North Carolina). 

TTI: Which part of your career has been most satisfying?  Do you 
have any regrets?
The most satisfying part of being a PI is when a case comes together, 
and you figure it out and find resolution. It goes without saying that 
many cases start with little information and misleading perceptions.  I 
don’t always leverage my network. We all have different talents and 
experiences and we can learn from each other.  I have the talent of 
being able to quickly figure out the financial situation of a company or 
person, but I have worked with other investigators that are able to figure 
out a crime scene much faster than me because of their experience 
level. We all need to recognize our limitations and use others as 
resources.

TTI: Tell me about how to run a successful investigative firm?  
What’s your advice on how to achieve success.
Most of the investigators in TALI are successful as investigators. How 
successful you are depends largely on one thing – marketing.  If you 
want to have more customers, you need training and experience in 
marketing, selling and advertising – getting your name out there. Many 
community colleges have courses in this skill. Those in TALI who have 
achieved success have had this training at some level. Some will tell you 
the secret is to have a great web site and post lots of content. I met a PI 
in Houston who is successful – he told me he spends $8,000 a month on 
his web site. There are cheaper ways to do this, but not if you have not 
tackled self-instruction, formalized training, or hired a web designer you 
are limiting your full potential. 

TTI: Which personal skills have served you best in your career?
I mostly work on financial cases, but the skill I have used the most has 
been my understanding of how business works and how companies 
function on a day to day basis. Many managers do not have a 
good understanding of how their own company works, leading to 
misunderstandings and sometimes big mistakes on their part. Over the 
last 20 years, I have worked as a financial consultant for more than 500 
companies. 

Also, being a good listener – talk less, listen more - what is not said is 
often far more revealing than what is stated.

TTI: In your experience, what benefits can be gained by being a 
TALI member?
I think TALI offers great opportunities for continuing education and 
networking with other investigators. Sometimes I need other’s skills and 
input on cases I am working on.  Sometimes I am asked to assist other 
investigators on aspects of their investigations.  Subcontracting with 
other investigators works well for me and the other investigators as well.
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Aspects of Hospital Security:
Protecting the VIP (Part 1 of 2)

By Anthony Liuzzo, Bernard J. Scaglione and Michael Walsh

Although this article was written several months before King 
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia, accompanied by his security staff and 
entourage, booked the entire VIP floor at New York Presbyterian 
Hospital to recover from back surgery, it describes the kind of 
security planning involved in protecting such a high-profile 
individual while maintaining the ebb and flow of the hospital’s 
orderly operation.

What transpires when a VIP is admitted to your hospital? To 
most folks, VIP protectors conjures up the images of a bodyguard 
with sunglasses and earpieces ushering in a celebrity past flashing 
cameras and throngs of onlookers straining to catch a look. 

In healthcare, the designation “VIP” usually signifies a patient with greater concern for privacy, confidentiality and 
security, oftentimes due to their high public profile. They may be celebrity entertainers, star athletes, politicians, foreign 
leaders or royalty. Their needs usually translate to a heightened level of service and privacy. As compared to other 
protection venues, VIP protection in hospitals is very different and more challenging regardless of whether the VIP is 
a patient or visitor. From a protection perspective, access must be adequately controlled not only in the general areas of 
the patient’s room, but in and around the entire facility on a 24/7 schedule.

DEVISING A VIP PROTECTION PLAN.

Regardless of whether the VIP is a politician, movie star, athlete, etc., protection requires the use of resources that are 
not generally available in all hospital security departments. Hospitals that handle high profile VIP’s have some unique 
challenges which need to be considered when planning for a VIP visit. Developing a protection plan includes devising 
policies and procedures to adequately screen & control all aspects of the VIP’s visit including:

• Incoming visitors, publicists, body guards and other VIPs.
• Dietary needs and special furniture, linen and bedding requirements
• Deliveries of incoming flowers, gifts, etc.
• Hospital staffs’ quest for autographs and cell phone pics.
• General VIP traffic

The VIP security plan should be tailored to meet the special needs of the VIP. While the goal is to
mitigate VIP risk, this must be accomplished without interrupting the ebb and flow of the hospital’s orderly operation. A 
successful visit could be measured by the fact that most people in the facility had no idea that a high-profile personality was 
on campus at all. Reaching that goal requires planning which starts and ends with an adequate risk assessment survey.

THE RISK ASSESSMENT SURVEY. It is important to individually assess each VIP’s needs each time they visit. Each 
VIP has his or her own unique set of security concerns which can change from visit to visit. So, whether it is a long 
stay or just a doctor visit, each time a VIP comes onto the property a ‘prevent assessment’ should be completed prior 
to the VIPs visit. This assessment is completed for two reasons. First, it is done to determine the level of risk they pose 
to the hospital. Second, the risk assessment is completed to determine the level of security necessary for the VIP. More 
forward-thinking security executives suggest that the VIP risk assessment program be framed in four (4) phases:
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New Active Members 
Arturo Fontes
Fontes International
San Antonia, Texas

Jorge Velasco
Jorge Velasco Consulting Services 
McAllen, Texas

Jon Carona
Advantage Investigations and Security
Port, Texas

Sean Petit
Archangel Private Investigation
San Antonio, Texas

Elise Johnston
Johnston and Johnston
Dallas, Texas

Scott Cornelison
Frasco Investigative Services
Burbank, CA

Michael Corbett
The Corbett Group
The Woodlands, Texas

James Ellis
JKE Texas
Irving, Texas

Roger Rider
Triple R Investigations
NRH, Texas

Heather Astuto
ROC Investigation
Forney, Texas

Wayne Vincent
Vincent Investigative Agency
Manor, Texas

Stephen Ferraro
S.J.F. Investigations
Lubbock, Texas

Louis Lett
Commandery Tactical LLC, dba Valor Force
Dallas, Texas

In Memorial and New TALI Members

Michael Colosi
Spectre Intelligence
Buda, Texas

James Rodriguez
Rodriguez Investigative Group
Humble, Texas

Barbara Marlow
Honest Investigations
Fort Worth, Texas

New Student Members 
 
Rebecca Beavers
Houston, Texas

New Affiliate Members 
 
Russell Molina
Premier Protection and Investigation
Houston, Texas

Mark Gilbert
Trsmark Investigative Solutions
Sugarland, Texas

Ernie Van Der Leest
Third Chair Investigations, LLC
Fort Worth, Texas

Joseph Taylor
Big Country Investigations
Abilene, Texas
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2951 Marina Bay Drive,Suite 130-564 League City, Texas 77573   Toll-free 877-444-TALI    www.TALI.org 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
Please read carefully. Type or print all answers in full. Upon receipt of your request for membership, your application will be forwarded to the 
Board of Directors for their review and investigation. Upon approval, you will receive a “welcome packet” which will include your Membership 
Certificate and other important information about your Membership. TALI Memberships are individual memberships, not corporate.  
Please note:  Your application must be accompanied by your first year’s membership dues. Failure to include any of these items will delay the 
approval of your Application. 

 

Classification Applied for: (please check) 

 ACTIVE - $175   Individuals licensed by the TX-DPS Private 
Security Bureau with Class A or Class C licenses. 

 AFFILIATE - $150  Persons in an investigative capacity with 
industry  (non-voting membership) Note: staff investigators, 
insurance investigators, etc.  

 ASSOCIATE - $150  Persons residing outside the State of 
Texas who are licensed by a governing body where they reside 
and are actively engaged in investigations (non-voting member-
ship) 

 ASSOCIATE VENDOR - $200  Individuals and businesses 
who are engaged in providing products and/or services to pri-
vate investigators.  (non-voting membership) 

 STUDENT - $75  Open to students registered in an accredited 
university or program acceptable to the Board of Directors and 
not licensed as a private investigator. (non-voting membership) 

I give full consent to the Texas Association of Licensed Investigators, Inc., its officers, members and/or agents, to investigate this application and to 
inquire into my reputation, character and fitness for membership in TALI. I hereby release the above named organization, its officers, members and/or 
agents from all liability, claims, injuries (implied or actual) in matters emanating from such investigations. If accepted, I promise to uphold the By-laws 
and rules of this Association. 
    Signature       Date 

Name       State License Number 
Date of Birth      Social Security Number 
Company Name (or School if Student) 
Address      
City     County     State  Zip 
Office Phone     Mobile Phone                 Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Web Site Address 
Sponsoring Member’s Name (if sponsored by a TALI Member) 

If paying by credit card, please complete the following: 
Card type:     MasterCard      VISA      Discover  Amount Charged—$______________ 
Card Number:  ___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___/___ 
Expiration Date:  ____/_______ (00/0000) 3 digit security code: _____________ 
Name exactly as it appears on the Card: ___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Billing Address (city/state/zip): ___________________________________________________________________________ 
                __________________________________________________________________________ 
We MUST have ALL INFORMATION. We will NOT be able to process your charge without it. Incomplete and/or incorrect 
applications will be returned and will NOT be processed.  Thank you for your cooperation. 

For TALI use only      Date Received:   By:          Comments: 

 Membership Dues       Credit Card       Check # 

 

Date Forwarded to 
Membership Committee 

Please circle Specialties: (maximum of 10) 
ADJ Insurance Adjusting 
ARC Accident Reconstruction 
ARS Arson  
AST Asset Checks 
ATM Auto/Truck/Motorcycle  
AVN Aviation  
BKG Background Checks  
BNK Bank/Accounting Fraud  
BOA Boating  
CHL Child Custody/Abuse  
COM Computer Crime/Fraud  
CON Construction Sites  
COR Corporate Investigation  
CRM Criminal Investigation  
CVL Civil Investigation  
DAT Computer Data Recovery 
DDR Drunk Driving Defense  

DOC Document Examination  
DOM Domestic  
DRG Drugs  
ELC Electronic Surveillance 
EXC Executive Protection 
EXP Explosives/Firearms  
IND Industrial Accidents  
INS Insurance Investigation 
INT International Investigations 
INV General Investigation 
MAL Malpractice/MD/Legal 
MRT Maritime 
MSP Missing Persons 
ORG Organized Crime 
PAT Patrol 
PHO Photography 

PIN Personal Injury 
POL Polygraph 
PPS Process Service 
PRB Probate 
PRT Product Liability 
REA Real Estate 
SEC Security 
SKT Skip Trace 
SUB Subversive Terrorism 
SUR Surveillance 
TAC Transportation & Cargo 
TOX Toxic/Hazardous Waste 
TRP Trial Preparation 
VID Video 
WHT White Collar Crime 
WKR Worker’s Compensation 

Check these boxes if you do NOT want to be included in: 
    TALI Yahoo Group       TALI E-mailings       
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 » $1,000,000 Each Occurrence

 » Errors and Omissions

 » Blanket Waiver of Subrogation

 » Premiums start at $500.00

The Leading Insurance 
Experts Serving The Private  
Investigation Industry

Buy NOW at eldoradoinsurance.com or contact us 
at 800.221.3386 or specialist@eldoradoinsurance.com

eldoradoinsurance.com
Click. Quote. Buy. Instantly.

Only eldoradoinsurance.com can provide immediate coverage for Private Investigators any 

time of day. That’s right, now you can purchase your policy online 24/7! It’s quick, easy and 

you can save hundreds of dollars on your annual premium! In your business, you have to take 

chances – don’t risk using an insurance company that doesn’t understand the industry. 

Get Your Insurance 
Policy Anytime, 24/7!
There’s only one place where PIs can get 
immediate coverage and save hundreds of 
dollars – eldoradoinsurance.com 

More than  

just a quote.  

Purchase your 

policy now!


